
There has been a resurgence of new residential areas in 
Chemainus in recent years. One of the areas identified 
in the Community Plan for growth is Echo Heights.  It is 
well situated close to the centre of the community and is 
within walking distance of schools and other services.
 
North Cowichan owns 52 acres of land in the area.  
Council has asked that a plan be prepared that can be 
an example of how it can be wisely used.  Here is the 
opportunity to be creative and innovative in planning for 
a new neighbourhood. Parks and natural open spaces 
can be preserved and connected by footpaths. “Smart 
Growth” principles can be applied to new residential 
areas We can introduce new environmental practices 
for managing storm water and reducing the impact we 
have on our natural systems. By using innovative design 
and construction practices along with respect for  the 
environment, the Echo Heights neighbouhood design 
can provide a showcase by which future neighbourhoods 
will be measured.  

 Echo Heights/Channel View Neighbourhood  

“Chemainus has its own character and it needs to be refl ected on the Highway”

Improve access, connections and destinations

The heart of any community is its downtown. The enormous success of the murals has held the community in 
good stead. It has been nearly 25 years since that  revitalization program was undertaken.  Keeping the vitality 
alive requires periodic reflection on what is dated, old and needs to be refurbished.  

The residents and merchants of Chemainus have collected various ideas as to what can be done to inject a fresh 
appeal to the downtown.  These include major building projects such as: replacing the old fire hall, designing 
road networks so that streets can be easily closed of for special events, providing new spaces for people to sit, 
making more use of rear lanes and starting an annual banner programs to bring in more colour and artistry. 
Waterwheel Park remains as an important green oasis in the heart of the surrounding commerce. In Europe, 
plaza’s are wonderful places with a relaxed attitude removed from the bustle of traffic. Closer to home, Duncan 
has achieved some of the same with its City Square project.

Waterwheel Park with less parking could achieve some of that flavour.  Parking will remain a necessity but may 
be accommodated on less critical land elsewhere. Imagine a downtown plaza with park, trees and views on one 
side, places for street merchants and outdoor seating for businesses and restaurants on the other.
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Downtown Old Town

The Waterfront

Chemainus residents are both passionate and 
anxious about their waterfront. They recognize 
that allowing a variety of uses gives the waterfront 
maximum purpose and vitality. Included in that 
variety must be  places (like a seawalk) that can be 
enjoyed by the whole community.  The challenge 
will be to harmonize commercial and recreational 
needs in the best possible way.

The following projects along the waterfront are 
proposed to help open up the waterfront to the best 
use of the commercial and recreation space that is 
available.

1. Rotary Beach Park improvements.
2.  Elevated seawalk from Rotary beach          
 ultimately connecting to Oak Street.
3.  Marina Breakwater serving the entire   
    harbour area.
4.  The long anticipated Commercial        
 & Recreational Marina with upland         
     amenities such as restaurants, shops.
5.  Revised layout of BC Ferries    
     Municipal Wharf and surrounding uses.
6.  Bare Point ‘recreational and    
     environmental’ reserve.
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           Festival Square 
 
Part of the appeal of downtown Chemainus is its compact character. Keeping that intimacy is important, but as 
a community grows, it becomes more of a challenge.  The pressure of parking, servicing and traffic can easily 
erode away much of its friendliness.

The key is in the future potential use of the industrial property (Cascadia Forest Products) that fronts onto 
Chemainus Road and Victoria Street. Situated next to the Theatre, this underutilized area can play an important 
role. It can provide a sense of entrance into the downtown, give the visitor a positive experience and sense of 
arrival, provide convenient parking, plus provide land for a variety of other uses. These could include theater 
expansion, parks and civic spaces, walkways and bike trails, information kiosks, and over time, new commercial 
uses that complement existing uses.
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First impressions are so important

projects
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Henry Road Gateway

Recently, we have witnessed the success of 
Ladysmith. Much of that success has come about 
because of the extra effort taken to make attractive 
entrances. More recently, Chemainus has shown 
it can do the same.  Improved traffic flow at the 
corner of Henry and Chemainus Roads has 
allowed an attractive new entrance to our home. It 
has been a partnership effort between the District 
and Communities in Bloom and a great example 
of how to get things done through partnerships 
between community interests.  

The Highway and Gateway

Many have become accustomed to the standard 
highway with the same signs advertising 
the same businesses, selling the same 
product. Communities can quickly become 
indistinguishable from each other. 
While new commercial activity will happen, the 
community has indicated an interest in framing 
that development so that the Highway strip is 
instantly recognizable as being the entrance to 
Chemainus.
It will be a challenge. Collectively the community 
will have to convince the Ministry of Highways 
to allow entrance signage and graphics with 
suitable landscaped areas that may not have 
been done elsewhere. Such challenges 
however are not new to the community and with 
a common voice, much can be achieved. The 
attached graphic illustrates one of the ideas put 
forward. Other ideas also need to be evaluated 
and a strategy devised to set Chemainus apart 
from other communities. 




